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Abstracts

Ewart Shaw
Coding theory, cubature & Bayesian inference

Bayesian inference treatsall uncertainty via probability. Current Bayesian analysis almost invari-
ably uses MCMC—in effect, replacing a high-dimensional continuous probability densityf(x)

by a discrete approximation̂f(xi) = 1/n, i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

An alternative approach uses numerical integration (cubature): thexi are placed systematically
rather than randomly, and the corresponding weights aren’tconstrained to be equal.

Ideas from coding theory and related areas like sphere packing, lattices and designs produce
remarkably efficient cubature rules, and hence a genuine alternative to MCMC.



Maria Vazquez Montes
Can we estimate the treatment effect for the treated subjects?

We are interested on estimating a treatment causal effect. We will present an approach that
considers binary responses. It turns the problem into a 2x2 contingency table that seems not

completely estimable without an extra constraint.

Jim Griffin
Clustering in time

Clustering has become an important tool for data reduction.The modeller assumes that the
population can be decomposed into subpopulation of “similar” responses (the similarity usually

depends on the context). If we observe responses over time, how should a Bayesian build models
that allow the form of the clusters to change over time?

Mohand Feddag
Composite likelihood for non linear mixed models

Non linear mixed models (NLMM) are used extensively in various fields of research including

social sciences, clinical trials, epidemiology, quality of life... Estimation of the fixed effects
parameters and the variance components of such models, often faces computational difficulties

by the fact that these models have no closed form expressionsfor the marginal likelihood or
indeed for the marginal moments. Composite likelihood methods permit the reduction of the

computational complexity in statistics inference for suchmodels. This talk is focused on the
application of the pairwise likelihood approach to the Bradley-Terry model.

Beatriz Penaloza Nyssen
Risk Management: Handling uncertainty

First, an introduction of my academic and professional background where uncertainty has always

been present. I will then talk about how working in the CreditRisk Management sector has
motivated my research: Bayesian Model Averaging for Generalized Linear Models, and introduce

some of the challenges we have encountered. I will conclude by mentioning some novelties this
research would provide in the statistical literature and the advantages within the Credit Risk
Management sector.

David Firth
Logarithmic dispersion

For positive-valued variables, which typically exhibit appreciable skewness, variance is in many
ways not ideal as a dispersion measure. This talk will outline (briefly!) some properties of a

much more useful measure.



John Fenlon
Overdispersion and counting processes

Many phenomena in biology involve the measurement of a discrete variable after a particular
time, which is usually modelled using a simple Poisson process. Varying the process rate leads

to a rich class of models that can accommodate overdispersion, and provide some useful insights
into the underlying phenomenon. I shall outline the basic idea, provide a couple of examples and
pose some questions.

Stephen Connor
Impractical CFTP via a maximal coalescent coupling

The basic coupling inequality provides a useful means for bounding the rate of convergence of
an ergodic Markov chain to its stationary distribution. Griffeath (1975) showed that the existence

of a successful coupling is equivalent to this convergence,and proved the existence of amaxi-

mal coupling, which attains equality in the coupling inequality. Griffeath’s construction of this
coupling was much simplified by Pitman (1976), whose work I shall briefly review.

This coupling construction can then be shown to work for any finite number of Markov chains

(with identical transition kernels), resulting in amaximal coalescent coupling. I shall outline
how this may be used to construct an (impractical) CFTP algorithm, which is itself in some sense

maximal.
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Heather Turner
New Forms of Clustering Motivated by Microarray Data

The challenge of analysing microarray data has led to the development of many new clustering

techniques. In particular, certain features of microarraydata have motivated new forms of clus-
tering that allow more flexible clustering structures than the conventional one-way partition. This

talk gives an overview of such methods and the current directions of research in this area.

Mark Steel
Non-Gaussian Bayesian Geostatistical Modelling

Sampling models for geostatistical data are usually based on Gaussian processes. However, real
data often display non-Gaussian features, such as heavy tails.



In this paper we propose a more flexible class of sampling models. We start from the spatial
linear model which has a spatial trend plus a stationary Gaussian error process. We extend the

sampling model to non-Gaussianity by including a scale parameter at each location. We make
sure that we obtain a valid stochastic process. The scale parameters are spatially correlated to

ensure the process is mean square continuous. We derive expressions for the moments and the
kurtosis of the process. This more general stochastic process allows us to accommodate and
identify observations that would be outliers under a Gaussian sampling process. For the spatial

correlation structure we adopt the flexible Matern class with unknown smoothness parameter.
Furthermore, a nugget effect is included in the model.

Bayesian inference (posterior and predictive) is performed using a Markov chain Monte Carlo

algorithm. The choice of the prior distribution is discussed and its importance is assessed in a
sensitivity analysis. We also examine identifiability of the parameters. Our methods are illus-

trated with two data sets.

Jane Hutton
Surviving survival data

Survival data are often analysed with a default assumption that a semi-parametric proportional
hazards is sensible. I challenged this practice.

Wilfrid Kendall
Brownian confidence bands

I will discuss some issues arising from joint work with Christian Robert and Jean Marin. We
did some work on informal convergence diagnostics for MonteCarlo which led to an apparently
novel application of local time and to several unresolved questions.

John Copas
To Estimate or to be Sensitive?

We are interested in a parameterθ in the presence of a nuisance parameterα. Do we a) estimate
θ, for example by the joint MLE, or b) do a sensitivity analysis, seeing how inference aboutθ

depends on different fixed values ofα? In nice problems we do a) in the usual way. In nasty
problems whereα is unidentifiable, we have to do b). Many problems lie some waybetween.

(Bayesians are never sensitive, I suppose)


